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Ahmedabad
Ahmedabad (also spelled "Ahmadabad" and pronounced "Amdavad" in Gujarati1) is in Gujarat, a
province in northwest India shown in Figure 1. Ahmedabad City covers 1,866 sq km (720 sq mi).2 This
district area is governed by the Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation (AMC) which oversees the Janmarg
system3 and had a population of over 7 million at the time of the last census in 2011.4 The main
metropolitan area of the city is less than a quarter of that - a mere 464 sq km (179 sq mi). It is this smaller
area that is served by Ahmedabad's Bus Rapid Transit System (BRTS) the Janmarg under the supervision
of Ahmedabad Janmarg Limited (AJL). Nearly 5.6 million of the district's total 7 million people lived within
this metropolitain boundary in 2011.5

Figure 1. Map of India, with the state of Gujarat outlined in red. A circle denotes the location of Ahmedabad. 6
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Population Overview
Of the total population, less than 30% were listed as employed in 2011 - only about 1.6 million
individuals. Almost 90% of the workforce is male (on a gender binary scale)7 and nearly 60% of them were
commuting less than 5 km (3.1 mi).

Figure 2. Commute lengths in Ahmedabad, by percentage.8

Because the total employment figures for the city are so low, this is not even one-fifth of the total city
population, and is only for work commutes. It does not account for other activities that may be done further
from the home and require access to some type of transit. People who do not work also engage in
transit-based activities, e.g. visiting relatives, grocery shopping, travel for pleasure. Any transit system
serving the area will need to be built to serve all 5.6 million people, no matter how often or where they
travel. This is a tall order for any agency to have to coordinate and accommodate.
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Transit System Overview
Ahmedabad already had a "regular" bus system run by the Amdavad Municipal Transport Service.
Known simply as AMTS and started in 1947, the system has 706 buses on 173 routes (not including
Janmarg). This network covers most of the city, as well as beyond the city boundary, as shown in Figure 3.
Due to its extensive size, it carries nearly 6 lakh (hundred thousand) people per day - four times as many as
Janmarg. With only a three-fold increase in fleet size, either the AMTS buses are overcrowded, or the
Janmarg is operating well under capacity (or both). The downside of such a large system is that some of
the bus routes only run every two hours; the maximum headway (time between buses) on the whole BRTS
is designed to be 15 minutes at a maximum.

Figure 3. Map of Ahmedabad City with AMTS routes. 9
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As of June 2018, Janmarg had 14 lines (11 linear, 2 circular, and one shuttle) on 125 km (78 miles) of
system roads. Of those, 89 km (55 miles) are dedicated BRT lanes. 149 of the total 162 stations are BRT
stations with level boarding, pre-collected fares, and other requirements for full BRT compliance.10 The
system, whose name means "the people's way" in the official language Gujarati,11 carried between 1.35 and
1.5 lakh (hundred thousand) people per day as of March 2018.12 Having been only operational for about
eight years at that point13, it seems to be an effective and well-used system.

Intentions
The Janmarg BRTS was conceived and built as a local initiative, designed by the local CEPT University
(formerly the Centre for Environmental Planning and Technology) to be responsive to local conditions.
Several alternatives were being considered at the same time, including an expansion of the Metro that is
also taking place,14 as part of a multi-part approach recommended by state, municipal, and city agencies.
The study produced by this group was aimed at relieving congestion relief via improvements to "regional
rail, metro, parking policies, improvements to the existing AMTS as well as provisions for a new citywide
high-end BRT system."15 The primary objective for BRTS was to "reduce congestion and improve access in
the city of Ahmedabad by offering a ‘new’ transportation system."16
The plan for the design of Janmarg, as stated by the AMC in a 2012 report, was to "connect busy places
but avoid busy roads." The underlying idea here is to use alternate routes to provide smooth, speedy
access between common destinations. The most common destination is the city center, so the objectives
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of any transit project must include high levels of service to the area. However, the city has "dispersed land
use, leading to multiple origin destinations with smaller trip lengths. No single corridor would have high
demand."17 There was also a strong "potential of the BRT to contribute to redevelopment of the city’s
abandoned textile mills into modern commercial and industrial production space."18 The combination of
connecting unused spaces with popular ones along less congested routes is a nearly impossible task.
While these major city development goals were being discussed in the BRT planning phase, there were
also smaller considerations included. Individual stop locations were carefully placed away from
intersections to minimize impact on flowing traffic, where they were not fully separate stations, and to
avoid interactions with turning vehicles.19 Ideally, BRTS would provide a level of service (frequency,
comfort, trip duration, etc.) comparable to Metrorail; it would be a high-speed, high-capacity public transit
system.20 Other system goals included increased reliability, "eco-friendly service," smart cards for fares,
parking facilities, and connecting important origins and destinations. All of this was intended to boost
regional economic activity while reducing emissions.21
Perhaps the biggest support for the program came from one person in particular - Shri Narendra Modi.
Chief Minister of Gujarat from 2001 to 2014, he personally championed the BRT and Metrorail development
projects, and was present at the opening of both systems.22
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Barriers
Private Vehicles
Car ownership is a two-fold barrier to transit systems. In a hot city like Ahmedabad where walking or
bicycling is an unattractive option, people are used to driving in the comfort of their own air conditioned
cars.23 This in turn creates traffic congestion, which traps not only private vehicles but also buses. Sitting in
an unairconditioned bus is avoidable if you own a car; you might not get there any faster, but you'll be more
comfortable while you wait.
Ahmedabad City had ownership rates for two- and four-wheeled vehicles higher than both the national
and Gujarat state averages, according to the 2011 census data. Understanding the drivers of this trend, as
well as comparing it to numbers from the upcoming 2021 census, could help reveal more information
about how transit in Ahmedabad City does or does not serve the needs of the residents.

Figure 4. Vehicle ownership rates of two- and four-wheelers at the country, state, and city level.

24

Even as late as 2013, 44% of trips in Ahmedabad City are still taken by individuals' two- or four-wheeled
motor vehicles and 5% by auto-rickshaw; only 15% were using public transport of any kind.25 If everyone in
23
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the city were to take one trip per day, it would amount to around 2.5 million trips by two- and four-wheeled
individual vehicles, with not quite one million trips on public transport. (That's still more than twice San
Francisco BART's average daily total ridership in 201626 and only accounts for one trip per person per day.
New York City probably comes close, with an average daily subway ridership of 5.6 million in 2016.27) Even
though walking and cycling trips add up to 36% of the mode share in Ahmedabad in 2013, it is nearly 10%
less than the private auto trips; public transit usage isn't even half the lower figure.

Overcrowding

Figure 5. A major road in Ahmedabad at evening peak. 28

Overcrowding of vehicles on the roads is no surprise. With the AMTS buses stuck in traffic, it's also no
surprise that usage is low. In this environment, removing lanes to dedicate them to BRTS has been
controversial. The belief that more lanes makes more space not more traffic seems to hold here as well,
and the system has been criticised for making traffic worse since the beginning.29 Unfortunately, even 2018
traffic conditions hadn't improved in Ahmedabad although BRTS had been operational for nearly 10 years.
The morning peak traffic is some of the worst in India, according to a study run by CEPT, the organization
26
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behind the initial design of the Janmarg. And it is likely to only get worse without better promotion of public
transit.30 Although the BRTS runs in dedicated corridors, many individual drivers just got right back into the
lanes, tying up the system in the same traffic it was supposed to avoid and alleviate.31
Overcrowding is not just an issue for the roadways.32 In a survey conducted by researchers along the
BRTS route in 2014, fifty-eight percent of the BRTS users said that they feel unsafe due to crowding.33
Crowding also changes a rider's perception of the system, and adds a non-monetary cost to the ride which
the researchers define as the "generalized cost."
The generalised cost of travel in the BRTS route for an average user comes to around Rs
[Indian rupees] 41 when the average fare was Rs 12. However, the value of time for AMTS
users ... worked out to be Rs 34, when the average fare the respondents paid was just Rs 9.
...The implication is that reducing overcrowding will not only increase patronage and ‘image’
of the public transport system but will also bring down the economic costs to the society.

Figure 6. An overcrowded AMTS bus cannot even close its doors, yet more people are getting on.
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Pedestrian and Bicycle Spaces
Walking in Ahmedabad is a dangerous proposition. In 2014, a survey of 211 accidents in Ahmedabad
involving 384 road users found that, although pedestrians (considered to be anyone involved in an accident
not in/on a vehicle) were only involved in 5% of the incidents, they accounted for 12% of the fatalities and
14% of the serious injuries.35 A promising step was taken in 2012 when ITDP partnered with a local social
responsibility and advocacy group in Ahmedabad to build wider awareness of safety issues for
pedestrians, cyclists, and public transit users in the city. A group of 23 people spent three hours walking
around the city, observing both their own difficulties and the movement of other pedestrians.
Participants noted that most footpaths have so many obstructions that pedestrians are
forced to walk in the carriageway next to fast-moving motor vehicles, risking their lives.
Illegal parking is rampant and blocks the footpaths.
“This is an eye opening exercise,” said Niral Bhatt, Head of Human Resources for Idea
Cellular, one of the participants, “now we know why people walk on roads. There is hardly
any existing footpath on Parimal Garden road. There are small patches of it which are in
utter neglect. We are more sensitized about pedestrians now.”36
Bicycle infrastructure is also lacking, especially provisions for getting bicycles onto the bus. It's already
overcrowded with people, and with traffic so tightly packed on the roads external bike racks would be more
of a liability than anything. Anyone who bikes to a bus station will need somewhere safe to leave their
bicycle, as well as a safe path to get to the station. While there is a strong "pedal tribe" in Ahmedabad,
nearly everyone has been hit by a car while cycling.37 There have been several plans for cycle tracks
(dedicated bike lanes) both in conjunction with BRTS and independently, but none of them seem to have
35
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panned out for various reasons. In 2011, road space and security concerns at the ISRO Space Applications
Centre were cited as reasons for removing the cycle track along that section of the BRT corridor.38 During
the planning phase in 2009, though, AJL claimed that cyclists were a priority39 and fought to keep paths for
bicycles along popular corridors despite commercial pressure to remove it.40 The major complaint today is
that the tracks that did manage to be built are not contiguous, are used for parking or by hawkers, merge in
and out of footpaths and traffic lanes, and the pavers used to distinguish them from other paths have aged
in ways that create a poor cycling surface.41
A study on BRTS in India by Darshini Mahadevia, dean of the school of planning and public
policy at the Centre for Environment Planning and Technology (CEPT) University in
Ahmedabad, shows that Ahmedabad BRTS stretches for 78 km but only 26.2 per cent of the
network has cycle tracks. Out of these not all are fit for use—only 65 per cent of the cycle
tracks are free of open manholes and storm water drains, encroachments and potholes.
Similarly, while 83.7 per cent of the BRTS has footpaths, only half of them are unobstructed
and open for use by pedestrians.42
Although there seem to have been good steps taken to make improvements to pedestrian and bicycle
spaces, there is a lot more work that needs to be done to make the network usable for the purposes it is
supposed to serve.

38
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Effectiveness
The initial intentions of AMTS in developing the Janmarg have been summed up as :
●

fast service

●

reliable service

●

smart card facility for fares

●

provision of pay and park facilities43

●

accepted and owned by people

●

improvement in air quality

●

safe and high quality pedestrian infrastructure44

Below I will focus on service, the smart Janmitra card, and last-mile facilities for pedestrians and
cyclists as factors for evaluating the effectiveness of the Janmarg.

Service
Areas of Ahmedabad City that produce transit demand (Figure 7) and the destinations (Figure 8) are
spread across the whole city with no particular pattern. Widely distributed patterns like this make it difficult
to plan routes - everyone is going in every direction all the time. However, some trends do begin to emerge
from these images. The east and west sides of the city have both high production and attraction factors,
and there's also a strong attraction in the center. The BRT routes were built on the city's existing ring road
structure with some lines going through the city center (Figure 9) and seem to capture most of this
movement. Although the BRTS map is not to scale, comparing the basic shapes of the three show definite
similarities and overlap. Coupled with the overcrowding of the roads, it's easy to see how this is a city of
everyone moving in every direction at all times. There are no clear paths of less traffic on which to route
buses, or even to carve out a dedicated lane for them on streets that are already overflowing.

43
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Ankit Kathuria, Manoranjan Parida, Ch. Ravi Sekhar & Anshuman Sharma (2016).
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Figure 7. Demand production sites in Ahmedabad. 45

Figure 8. Attraction/destination sites in Ahmedabad. 46
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Figure 9. Map of the Ahmedabad BRTS in 2018. 47

One project launched in the summer of 2019 aims to help speed up BRTS - RFID barriers across the
dedicated lanes to keep out unauthorized vehicles. Ahmedabad Municipal Commissioner Vijay Nehra
summarized it as follows :
The time taken to cover the distance between points A and B has to be lesser while
travelling on a (BRTS) bus than in a private vehicle. That is how you shift people to public
transport. But because of people driving in the BRTS lane, this objective is not fully achieved.
The traditional approach had been to deploy security personnel to stop violators and issue
e-memos, but under the Smart City project, we have thought of a technology-based initiative
where we will use RFID gates. This will lead to greater discipline in the BRTS corridor and
also huge savings in terms of the security staff that we deploy.48

47

Wikimedia Commons contributors, 'File:Brts wiki map final 1 june 2018.jpg', W
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While it seems like a good policy, potential downsides are individuals who are not aware of the gates
getting stuck and having to reverse out, assuming no one else has boxed them in. This would create even
more of a traffic blockage unless the gates can be opened without the bus to let the other vehicles through,
but that creates an easily exploitable loophole through which the BRT corridor becomes something akin to
a toll lane for regular vehicles. This program was instituted in 2019, so not enough data has been released
yet to determine if it has been effective in preventing unauthorized use of the BRTS corridor lanes.
Frequency and reliability of service are two issues that were difficult to track down. Headway numbers
quoted from 2017 indicate anything from three minutes (minimum during peak) to 12 minutes (maximum
off peak).49 A survey conducted in late 2019 did not identify significant issues in bus frequency for
Janmarg.50 There is one small note of request for improvement of frequency, but not more than that,
indicating that perhaps it is adequate for those who brave the other hurdles and use the BRTS. First and
last mile connectivity, particularly for pedestrians, and distance to bus stops were the biggest barriers.

Smart Card
Implementation of the smart card payment seems to be the most easily-defined success of Janmarg.
The Janmitra card can be used for fares on BRTS, AMTS, the airport shuttle, and soon the metro, too. A
10% discount rate applies to BRTS fares purchased on Janmitra. It can even be used to pay municipal fees
like property tax, for recreational services at the riverfront, and shopping just like a regular debit card.51
Available at over 1000 retailers, nearly 30,000 cards had been issued as of 17 May 2018.52 Launched in
2017, the biggest complaint against it is the same as any cashless tracking system anywhere - user
privacy. This seems to be a particularly bad contract with a private bank, however; the contract allows the

49
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bank permission to make promotional calls for their products and services to anyone who applies for a
card. The bank has defended itself against this criticism, saying that it's part of the standard card contract.
AMC even threatened to cancel the contract if the bank didn't change the terms53 but the same bank is
listed as still being the provider54 at the time of writing.

First/Last Mile Connections
Barely a year after the Janmarg system first opened, issues of last mile connectivity and bicycle access
were being raised. Bicycle sharing plans were floated, and several providers were contracted to provide
dockless rental bikes around the city, the most popular being the "Ride by the River" progam. Planned
system expansions have not yet generated data or significant online public comment.

Figure 10. Graph of cycle trips between September 2017 and March 2018 on the Ride by the River cycle sharing program. 55

While integrating bike rental services is one way to improve last-mile connectivity, the safety of getting
to and from the stations is still a low point. Several interviews turned up issues of better pedestrian
53
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crossings as well as onboard issues of overcrowding and access to seats for those who need them. A
lackluster "we will look into it" response from the Janmarg General Manager does not go far to reassure
anyone that these issues will be addressed.56 By 2018, some cycle track plans "wherever possible" were
back, in particular for CG Road57 - an area that was intended for redevelopment of all kinds.58
First and last mile connection options continue to be a blocking issue for potential Janmarg riders.
CEPT university conducted a survey of 511 commuters across the city, and 60% responded that the reason
they didn't use BRTS was the difficulty in getting to or from a stop. In a separate question about what
improvements could be made to the system, 34% wanted more conveniently located stops. Many of the
42% who wanted reduced journey time could also be added to that; while circuitous routes and awkward
transfers are the major culprit, convenient bus stops do also reduce travel time. 88% of respondents cited
first and last mile connectivity as a major barrier to using any public transit in the first place. Suggestions
for improvement include boarding and destination analysis to build more appropriate routes.59

Conclusions
Designed with lofty goals of "moving people, not traffic,”60 Janmarg was modeled after the wildly
successful TransMilenio in Bogotá.61 A heavily criticised system, it continues to fight an uphill battle
against high levels of car ownership, traffic congestion, and land uses that are not friendly to transit
development or pedestrianism. AJL and AMC continue to invest in system expansion and marketing, and
the buses continue to move huge numbers of people every day.
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Unfortunately, the citizens of Ahmedabad do not feel it has lived up to those promises. Ridership
numbers have not increased much since 201162, even with Rs 1,100 crore (11 billion Indian rupees, or
nearly 145 million US dollars) having been poured into the project over that time. Barely 30% of the jobs in
Ahmedabad are accessible by BRTS. 112 of the 116 stations are in areas that have low intersection
density, preventing easy pedestrian access to the stations. The majority of Janmarg riders switched from
AMTS, but that is also due to AMTS discontinuing service along many of the BRTS corridors, leaving these
travelers with no other options. Although 25% of riders have switched from auto-rickshaws, and another
11.7% from private vehicles, the small Janmarg ridership numbers still have not managed to move the
needle on traffic jams.63
Difficulties with first/last mile connectivity and the higher cost of tickets seem to be the major barriers
facing the Janmarg at all times.64 AMTS continues to add more buses to the system65, including electric
ones,66 even while planning to pull out some of the dedicated corridors.67 These changes seem to be at
odds with each other, as well as with the intentions of the BRTS as a whole. The addition of more vehicles
to the fleet will hopefully address the overcrowding issues, but it seems as if they will be back in the regular
crowd of mixed traffic.
More interior space but continuing to battle the road congestion will likely not bring more commuters
onto BRTS. A more comprehensive, pedestrian-first plan is needed - if no one else is willing or able to get to
the station, it doesn't matter how many more buses are added to the system. Hopefully AMTS and AJL
planners will be able to work together for the unified vision they initially set out for Janmarg.
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